
The Einhell impact drill TC-ID 720/1 E combines two functions to work powerfully in and through materials such as wood, metal and concrete: Drilling

and impact drilling. It has speed electronics for adjusting it to each specific material and application, a reverse/forward rotation facility for flexibility and

a continuous operation lock for steady forward traction. For comfortable operation there are large ergonomic soft grip surfaces. The additional handle

has ribs for secure fastening on the impact drill. The robust 13 mm quick-change chuck holds the desired accessory in place. The impact drill is also

suitable for mounting in a drill stand with a 43 mm shaft. The solid metal drilling depth stop can be adjusted to any depth.

Impact Drill

TC-ID 720/1 E
Item No.: 4259848

Ident No.: 11018

Bar Code: 4006825641844

Features & Benefits
2 functions: Drilling/impact drilling for suitable working-

13 mm quick-change drill chuck for easy tool change-

Speed electronics for material and application suitable working-

Large ergonomic soft grip surfaces for pleasant working-

Additional handle with anti-twist lock-

Reverse function for drilling and screwing-

Continuous operation lock for comfortable and easy operation-

Ready to use for a drill stand with a 43 mm shaft-

Infinitely adjustable drilling depth stop made of solid metal-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 720 W

- Number of gears 1

- Idle speed (gear 1) 0-2800 min^-1

- Impact rate (gear 1) 44800 min^-1

- Drill chuck 1.5  -  13 mm

- Drilling capacity in wood 30 mm

- Drilling capacity in metal 10 mm

- Drilling capacity in concrete 13 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 1.91 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 3.16 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 348 x 101 x 340 mm

- Pieces per export carton 10 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 24 kg

- Dimensions export carton 650 x 420 x 260 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 3510 | 7290 | 8800
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Available as special accessories

Drill and bit set, 70 pcs
Power Tools Accessory
Item No.: 4258085
Bar Code: 4006825563610
Einhell Grey
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